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Of the many forms of vernacular fiction of China’s later imperial period the vernacular short story stand out for 
its liveliness, wide range of subject matter, and stylistic variety. The great repositories of early examples of the 
genre are Hong Bian’s (imcompletely preserved) Liushijia xiaoshuo (Sixty Stories), also known as 
Qingpingshantang huaben, of the middle of the sixteenth century, and Feng Menglong’s (1574-1646) Sanyan (Three 
“Words”), the collective designation of three collections of vernacular stories, each containing forty huaben and 
published from 1620 to 1627. Both publishing ventures contain newly-written stories as well as older huaben. Most 
Chinese scholars are of the opinion that the earliest vernacular stories in all of these collections date from the Song 
dynasty (960-1276), if not necessarily from the Northern Song (960-1126) then at least from the Southern Song 
(1127-1276). Many American scholars are rather hesitant to assign the earliest huaben in these collections to such an 
early date. Patrick Hanan, in his The Chinese Short Story, Studies in Dating, Authorship, and Composition of 1973, 
to this date the most detailed and methodological inquiry into this matter, assigns some thirty vernacular stories to 
an “early period” (ca. 1250-ca. 1450), warning that the majority of these huaben most likely were composed towards 
the final years of this period; he assigns another thirty or so a “middle period” (ca. 1400-ca.1550), and the remained 
of his corpus of vernacular stories published by 1627 to his “late period” (ca. 1500-1627).i 
When in the early years the master narrative of the development of the Chinese vernacular fiction was developed 
by scholars such as Lu Xun, it was still too early for the full impact of the discovery of the Dunhuang manuscripts to 
be felt. As scholars sorted through the rich materials and tried to reduce their formal variety to a limited number of 
genres, it became increasingly clear that the vernacular story was a fully developed genre of written Chinese 
literature at least by the tenth century.ii But even when the vernacular narrative texts from Dunhuang had become 
more easily accessible, it took a long time for histories of huaben to take the presence of vernacular stories among 
the Dunhuang materials fully into account. It is only in recent years that we have seen the appearance of histories of 
huaben that start their narrative not in the Song dynasty, but in the period of the Tang (617-906) and of the Five 
Dynasties (907-960).iii A closer look at the vernacular stories from Dunhuang and at those from Hanan’s “early 
period” suggests not only discontinuities in the development of the genre, as might be expected in view of the period 
of two and a half centuries between the closing of the Dunhuang sutra cave and the beginning of Hanan’s early 
period, but also some remarkable continuities, which may well deserve some closer consideration. 
I 
Many of the texts recovered from Dunhuang are incomplete. Useful as the fragments of stories about Tang 
Taizong’s descent into hell or Qiu Hu’s attempt toseduce his own wife may be for a reconstruction of the 
development of these important themes in Chinese fiction and drama, they are not very helpful in considering the 
formal aspects of the genre. However, we are fortunate in having at our disposal at least three vernacular stories that 
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are more or less complete.iv These three texts are Lushan Yuangong hua ᑤቅ䖰݀䆱 (The Story of Reverend 
Huiyuan from Mt. Lu),v Ye Jingneng shi ৊⎼㛑䆫 (The Poem of Ye Jingneng),vi and Han Qinhu huaben 䶽᪦㰢⬏
ᴀ (The Illustrated Version on Han Qinhu).vii In the case of the first of these stories a few lines at the end of the text 
are missing, while in the case of the second story the opening lines have been lost. The manuscript of Han Qinhu 
huaben would appear to be complete, but the copyist in his final colophon draws our attention to the fact that it is 
not his fault if the text of the story is incomplete as the text he is working from was already defective (the words 
accompanying the final libation to the soul of the deceased Han Qinhu are lacking). 
Lushan Yuangong hua tells the legendary life of the famous fourth-century monk Huiyuan ᜻䖰 (344-416). Once 
Huiyuan has settled down on Mt. Lu and been provided with a monastery, he sets out to compose a commentary on 
the Nirvana-sutra. His preaching not only attracts large crowds of believers, but also a band of robbers, led by a 
certain Bai Zhuang ⱑᑘ. Huiyuan entrusts his commentary to his senior disciple and allows himself to be captured 
by Bai Zhuang, becoming his slave in order to serve out a karmic debt from a former existence. After the bandits 
have left, the monk Dao’an 䘧ᅝ obtains the commentary on the Nirvana-sutra from Huiyuan’s disciple, and takes it 
with him to the capital, where he soon he soon becomes the favorite of the court for his sermons on this text: the 
crowds that come to listen to his sermons become so numerous that stiff admissions prices have to be charged in 
order to limit the attendance and to avoid riots. After a number of years of servitude, Huiyuan pesters Bai Zhuang 
into selling him as a slave in the capital. There he is bought by the household of the prime minister, one of the avid 
admirers of Dao’an’s sermons. Huiyuan soon impresses the minister and his wife by his erudite command of 
Buddhism, and eventually even persuades the prime minister to take him along when he will go and listen to Dao’an. 
When Dao’an mounts the dais to preach, he is challenged by Huiyuan. Dao’an (who hs never met Huiyuan) does not 
recognize the master in the guise of a slave, and tries to silence the insolent slave by threats, but eventually has to 
submit to Huiyuan’s superior wisdom. Huiyuan stays for a while in the imperial palace, teaches the palace women to 
respect paper that has writing on it (rather than using it as toilet paper), and then returns to Mt. Lu. 
The historical Huiyuan lived on Mt. Lu for thirty years, but otherwise this lengthy story has little to do with the 
historical Huiyuan.viii Huiyuan was a disciple of the northern monk Dao’an 䘧ᅝ (312-385), and the Nirvana-sutra 
was not yet available in Chinese translation during his lifetime. While his teacher Dao’an is known for propagating 
the veneration of the Buddha Maitreya, Huiyuan is associated above all else with the veneration of the Buddha 
Amitabha. It was Huiyuan’s disciple Daosheng 䘧⫳(ca. 360-434) who was an adept of the Nirvana-sutra; he also 
preached for many years at the court of the Liu-Song dynasty in Jianye. The Nirvana-sutra was said to have been 
spoken by the Buddha late in life and taught that all living beings, including the most inveterate sinners, share in the 
Buddha nature and are capable of enlightenment. Daosheng was willing to take this teaching to its logical 
conclusion, which made him a heretic in the eyes of many contemporary Buddhist. So it would appear that the 
Dao’an of Lushan Yuangong hua is more a reflection of the historical Daosheng than of the historical Dao’an. And 
who would be better placed to demonstrate the limited understanding of this transmogrified Daosheng than his own 
teacher Huiyuan? In order to demonstrate Huiyuan’s superior knowledge of Buddhism, our story allows his to 
expound on basic Buddhist tenets at length, first at the mansion of the prime minister, and later in his altercation 
with Dao’an.  
Ye Jingneng shi narrates the legendary career of the Tang-dynasty Daoist master Ye Jingneng (ca. 700). Again, 
the historical basis of the story is slight, and the character of Ye Jingneng is mixed up with that of his great-nephew 
Ye Fashan ৊⊩୘ (first half eighth century), and as many miracles known from other sources (and often ascribed to 
other masters) are strung together to illustrate Ye Jingneng’s early training, his journey to the capital Chang’an, the 
miracles that bring him to the attention of the court, the miracles he performs on behalf of emperor Xuanzong, and 
his departure from court once he has become the object of jealousy and suspicion. At court, Ye Jingneng not only 
takes the emperor along on a aerial journey in order to watch the Lantern Festival in Chengdu, but also on an even 
more daring trip to the Palace of the Moon. The latter journey brings out that Xuanzong, like earlier imperial seekers 
after immortality, is not cut out for life eternal in celestial spheres as he almost freezes to death in the Palace of 
Spreading Cold,ix after which Ye Jingneng engineers his departure from court. 
Han Qinhu huaben deals with the establishment of the unified empire of the Sui. Following the prediction of 
Yang Jian’s future ascension of the dragon throne by the dragon acolytes of Fahua ⊩ढ, monk who has fled the 
anti-Buddhist persecution of the times in the mountain wilderness, our story first describes how a fearful Yang Jian 
travels to the capital. His daughter who is married to the reigning emperor is about to commit suicide by drinking 
poison, but then in a quick-minded reversal poisons her husband, and ensures her father’s ascension by conniving 
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with the commanders of the palace guard. As soon as Yang Jian has ascended the throne, his rule is challenged by 
the emperor of the Chen dynasty in the south. When the emperor appoints commanders of the expeditionary army 
against the Chen, the orphaned boy Han Qinhu boldly steps forward to claim the commission, and is appointed as 
one of the commanders of the Sui troops. Through his decisive actions, he quickly succeeds in subduing the Chen 
and bringing the Last Ruler of the Chen as a captive to Chang’an. Following the unification of the Chinese world, 
the emperor finds himself challenged by the khan of the Turks. Challenged to a shooting match, Han Qinhu easily 
defeats the Turkish envoy. When he accompanies the envoy to his home on the northern steppe, he defeats all 
Turkish princes with equal ease, as with a single arrow he brings down two falcons, and the khan is awed into 
submission. As soon as Han Qinhu has returned to Chang’an, the story concludes with a scene of the general of the 
Five Ways emerging from the earth, announcing Han’s imminent death as he has been appointed as god of the death. 
Even though all the names may be found in more reliable historical sources, these it goes without saying present a 
rather different image of the founding of the Sui and its unification.x Each of these stories has only been preserved in 
a single manuscript. I find this a puzzling coincidence, as the subject materials of these three stories must have 
appealed to their contemporary audience, whether at Dunhuang or elsewhere. Could it be that these texts were 
primarily intended for reading? Many prosimetrical narratives were intended as script for performance (as is shown 
by the stage direction that some include), often on the occasion of specific religious observances (such as the 
Buddhist Ghost Festival in case of Mulian texts), and this specific practical use may well have created a demand for 
multiple copies. But we have no positive indications that the texts of vernacular stories were intended for oral 
performance, even if that may have been one of their uses.xi But also if these texts were intended primarily to be 
read, the absence of multiple copies remains puzzling. 
The limited distribution of these three texts at Dunhuang was an omen of things to come. Whereas many of the 
prosimetrical narratives discovered at Dunhuang represent a stage in the ongoing development of popular legends 
that would continue to grow during the Song and later dynasties, none of these three stories would survive for long. 
Huiyuan would continue to be a revered monk, but the last reference to the legend of his captivity dates from the 
Yuan dynasty, when the monk Youtan Ӭᯭ in his Lushan Lianzong baojian ᑤቅ㦆ᅫᅱ䡈 (Precious mirror of the 
lotus lineage of Mt. Lu) fulminated against the blatant lies of a text he designates as Lushan chengdao ji ᑤቅ៤䘧
䆄 (Achieving the Way at Mt. Lu), and which some modern scholars have identified with (a later reworking of) our 
Lushan Yuangong hua.xii In the later popular imagination Huiyuan was replaced as the perfect monk by Xuanzang, 
whose pilgrimage to a historical India made for far more exciting adventures once it was transformed into a 
pilgrimage to the Buddha’s Spirit Mountain. To the extent that holy monks continued to make their appearance in 
the later huaben tradition, they more often show up as exorcists than as exegetes, and more often as fools and 
tricksters than as humble slaves. Ye Jingneng likewise in the popular imagination was soon replaced by other 
wonder-working Daoist masters. When he reappears Ye fashi fushi zhenyao ৊⊩Ꮬヺ⷇䬛ཪ (Daoist Master Ye 
Subdues a Demon by Writing an Amulet on a Rock) in j. 40 of the Sanguitang ϝḖූ of Feng Menglong’s Jingshi 
tongyan, the story has nothing to do with Ye Jingneng shi, as its plot is based on the story “Li Yu” ᴢ呀 from 
Taiping guangji j. 470.xiii And while the vernacular historical chronicles of the Ming and later would continue to 
treat the foundation of the Sui, ever since the early Song the interest of novelists was focused on the figure of Yang 
Guang as the perfect example of the bad last ruler. With the possible exception of Lushan Yuangonghua, there is no 
evidence whatsoever that any Chinese reader of the later dynasties ever saw any one of these three vernacular stories 
once the Dunhuang sutra-cave had been walled up now almost a thousand years ago. From that perspective it would 
appear to be totally justifiable to write the history of huaben without taking these stories into account. However, 
once we focus on plot rather than subject we are confronted with a different situation. 
II 
In his article “The Early Chinese Short Story: A Critical Theory in Outline,” Patrick Hanan suggested to 
distinguish between two types of plot in vernacular stories from the period 1250-1550: 
 
If we use the word “plot” to mean the sequential structure of events in a work, we can distinguish two fundamentally 
different kinds of plot. At one extreme, we have the plot which, no matter how intricate it may be, is all of one piece; nothing 
substantial can be subtracted from it without destroying it as plot. At the other extreme, we have the plot which is a framework 
for a series of loosely linked segments, some of which could be removed without doing irreparable damage to the whole; 
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potentially, these segments are plots in their own right. Let us call these polar types the unitary plot and the system of linked 
plots.xiv 
 
Of the three vernacular stories from Dunhuang, Lushan Yuangong hua clearly exemplifies a unitary plot. Once 
the holy monk Huiyuan has become the slave of a roving bandit and the monk Dao’an has become the favorite court 
preacher thanks to Huiyuan’s commentary on the Nirvana-sutra, the story can only have a satisfactory denouement 
when Dao’an will have been exposed for the clerical and scholarly fraud he is and Huiyuan has received his due 
honors. And so the plot takes us at leisure through each of the links of the chain of its plot: Huiyuan has to convince 
his bandit-owner to put him up for sale in the capital, the conditions of the sale have be such that only the prime 
minister can be the buyer, and once he has entered the household of the prime minister, he has to convince him of 
his superior knowledge of Buddhism, so the minister will take him along to listen to Dao’an’s sermon. Once the two 
adversaries have been brought together, they have to fight it out, and they do so in a a competitive display of 
scholastic pyrotechnics, which of course ends in Dao’an’s downfall and Huiyuan’s triumph.  
On the other hand, Ye Jingneng shi is a perfect example of a system of linked plots. The text is made up of a 
string of anecdotes that appear as independent anecdotes in other works. While these anecdotes have been arranged 
in the overarching narrative of a Daoist master’s career, many of them could be replaced by other illustrative 
anecdotes or completely omitted. The only element that binds all these different anecdotes together is the character 
of Ye Jingneng, who appears as the protagonist in each of these individual anecdotes as we follow him in his 
picaresque clerical career. 
In Professor Hanan’s binary classification, Han Qinhu huaben would have to be classified as a system of linked 
plots as well. Yet it is immediately clear that this story is quite different in structure from Ye Jingneng shi, if only 
because we there is no single character who acts as the central character in each of these episodes into which the 
story can be divided. The central characters in the opening episode concerning the announcement of Yang Jian’s 
future emperorship are the monk Fahua and the eight dragon king. In the following description of Yang Jian’s 
ascension of the throne, the two major characters are Yang Jian and his daughter, the empress. Han Qinhu only 
enters our story once Yang Jian has become emperor. In the final episode Han Qinhu is called away from the world 
of the living by an underworld god who suddenly emerges from the earth. It would difficult to omit any of these 
episodes from the story, as each episode sets the scene for the next. Yet the causal link between them is rather weak, 
so most readers will hesitate to identify this story as an example of a unified plot. Neither can we solve our dilemma 
by classifying the first two episodes as a ruhua ܹ䆱 or introductory tale.xv Nor do these episodes easily fit into the 
mould of other forms of introduction as are found in contemporary or later forms of performative literature, which 
tend to be discursive rather than narrative, if they do not consist of quick summary of Chinese history from the 
beginning of times down to the year in which the action of the following story takes off. 
A closer look at Han Qinhu huaben will, I believe, reveal that its plot may best be understood not as a unitary 
plot or a system of linked plots, but as a structure marked by parallels and contrasts on the level of both action and 
character, and I will therefore suggest to add a third plot type to the two proposed by Professor Hanan, which we 
might dub the antithetical plot. An awareness of this plot type will, I hope, increase our admiration for the artistry of 
the unknown authors of these vernacular tales. 
While the title assigned by modern editors to Han Qinhu huaben invites us to read the story as the legendary 
biography of Han Qinhu and stimulates us to consider the episodes featuring Fahua and Yang Jian as extraneous 
clutter, I suggest it make more sense to read the story as a study in contrast between the Yang Jian and Han Qinhu.xvi 
Yang Jian becomes emperor by traveling from his provincial posting in Suizhou to the empire’s center at the capital; 
Han Qinhu secures the empire by subduing the outer provinces of the south and overawing the barbarians on the 
steppe of the north. The elderly and fearful Yang Jian obtains the throne through the help of his daughter; the young 
and fatherless Han Qinhu achieves his victories by his own prowess. Yang Jian’s resolute and decisive daughter 
secures the throne for her father by first poisoning her husband the reigning emperor in the Inner Palace, and next 
scaring the officials of the Outer Court into submission by packing the palace grounds with hand-picked troops; Han 
Qin establishes the unified empire by first defeating the Last Ruler of the Chen, and by next overawing the Turks. If 
Yang Jian may be destined to become emperor by the Heavenly mandate, it is clear that he possesses none of the 
virtues that should go with it; but while Han Qinhu may have all the qualities needed to conquer the world, he will 
soon be called away to rule the world of the dead. 
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If there is a message to Han Qinhu huaben, it would appear to be the depressing one that good heroes die young 
to end up as rulers of the dead, and that the world of the living is ruled by elderly males who get their position by 
guile (or even worse, by female guile). The message of the inherent corruption of imperial power is further 
underlined by the narrative detail that the body of the poisoned emperor is quickly pushed under the imperial couch 
and, at least within the confines of the story, never removed. And while Yang Jian is urged, when he is told of his 
future emperorship, to rescue Buddhism from the persecution it is suffering from, the historical Yang Jian may have 
greatly patronized Buddhism, but the fictional Yang Jian shows not the slightest inclination to do so. Yang Jian is 
actually so ill-prepared for his future role as emperor that it takes divine intervention to fit his cranium to the crown. 
Once we see Yang Jian as a foil to Han Qinhu and read the core of Han Qinhu huaben as a narrative study in 
contrasts, it is easy also to notice the contrast between the opening episode and the final episode. The opening 
episode is set in the mountain wilderness of Suizhou. Here the eight dragon kings charges the monk Fahua to 
announce to the prefect of Suizhou Yang Jian that he will become emperor in exactly one hundred days, and the 
monk proceeds to execute this mission. The final episode, in contrast, is set in the capital: The General of the Five 
Ways emerges from the earth before Han Qinhu and announces his imminent death, whereupon Han Qinhu takes his 
leaves of his colleagues and the emperor, and soon seen to ascend to heaven in order to take up his new assignment 
as god of the underworld. With the addition of these two contrastive episodes at the opening and the conclusion of 
the story, our story has acquired a highly peculiar quadripartite structure, which clearly sets if off from both the 
unitary plot and the system of linked plots. But while unitary plots and systems of linked plots may well be rather 
universal plot types and may be encountered in all periods of Chinese literary history and all parts of the globe, this 
quadripartite structure would appear far more limited in distribution. In fact, the only other examples of vernacular 
stories written in this way would appear to be a small subgroup of huaben from Professor Hanan’s early period 
(1250-1450). 
III 
As modern scholarship sees the professional storytelling of the Song as a natural development of the professional 
storytelling of the Tang, it tends to see the vernacular stories of the Tang and Five Dynasties as a precursor of the 
later tradition of huaben. But it might be worth our while to consider these huaben not as derivatives of an oral 
performance practice but as product of a written literary tradition, and to focus on the differences between the 
vernacular stories recovered from Dunhuang and the huaben of Professor Hanan’s early period, despite the fact that 
our corpus of stories from Dunhuang is very small indeed. 
One of the differences that immediately attracts one’s attention is the fact that the huaben from Dunhuang hardly 
contain any couplets, poems, or lyrics of the type that punctuate the narration in later huaben. Ye Jingneng shi 
contains one longish four-syllable poem at the end, which is presented as a funerary lament pronounced by emperor 
Xuanzong on behalf of Ye Jingneng. Mostly, Han Qinhu huaben mostly likely originally also contained a 
comparable text assigned to the Sui emperor. While later huaben often are concluded by a longer or shorter poem, 
such a poem is as a rule spoken by the narrator, and not by one of the characters. The only Dunhuang huaben which 
foreshadows some of the formal features of the later huaben would appear to be Lushan Yuangong hua: this text has 
a rudimentary discursive introduction, and it may have been concluded by an eight-line poem. The text contains two 
short landscape descriptions in parallel prose of the kind so common in later huaben. The various gathas found 
throughout the text, however, are all introduced as spoken by the characters in the story. In this aspect, Lushan 
Yuangong hua has a successor in the Da Tang Sanzang qujing shihua ໻૤ϝ㮣প㒣䆫䆱 (The Story with Poems of 
Sanzang of the Great Tang Fetching Sutras) (thirteenth century?). xvii 
If the Dunhuang huaben show some clear formal differences from the early period huaben as defined by 
Professor Hanan, they also are quite different in subject matter. None of the Dunhuang stories can by any stretching 
of the imagination be classified as belonging to anyone of the major groups Professor Hanan distinguishes in his The 
Chinese Vernacular Story of 1981 among the early period huaben: the court case story, the demon story, or the 
romance,xviii even though crime, sex and the supernatural must as much have been part of life in Tang-dynasty China 
as in Song-dynasty China, and must have equally appealed to readers (and listeners). The closest similarity, and the 
best proof of continuity in thematic and formal concerns, may well be found by having a closer look at the stories 
which Professor Hanan briefly discussed under the subheading of “Linked Story.”xix 
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In an article entitled published now twenty years ago and entitled “The Meeting of Dragon and Tiger, Prince and 
Baron: Contrastive Structure and Complex Theme,” I had a closer look at the composition of one of these stories, 
viz. Shi Hongzhao longhu junchen hui ৆ᓬ㙛啭㰢৯㞷Ӯ (Shi Hongzhao: The Meeting of Dragon and Tiger, 
Prince and Baron), which is found in j. 31 of Feng Menglong’s Xingshi hengyan 䝦Ϫᘦ㿔. At first sight, this story 
too is a prime example of a system of linked plots. The story starts with an elaborate poem-chain prologue, which I 
discussed at some length in my earlier article, but which we will ignore for this discussion. The story proper then 
gets underway with an episode in which the flute-maker Yan Zhaoliang 䯢᢯҂ is allowed to witness a sentencing in 
the underworld during a pilgrimage to Taishan. It proceeds to a lengthy description of the burlesque adventures of 
Shi Hongzhao in a provincial outpost and his wedding to a prostitute. This set of episodes is followed by another set 
of episodes narrating the marriage of his buddy Guo Wei to a rich widow and Guo Wei’s feats of altruistic heroism 
in the capital. The final episode introduced the character of Liu Zhiyuan ߬ⶹ䖰, who is kept kneeling for a full day 
when the high official Sang Weihan ḥ㓈㗄 refuses to see him. In the article, I argues that the episodes dealing with 
Shi Hongzhao and those with Guo Wei, should be seen as crafted parallels, just as the opening and concluding 
sections should be seen as each other’s mirror images, resulting in a highly a highly peculiar quadripartite structure. 
I also pointed out a small number of other huaben, all belonging to Professor Hanan’s early period, which showed a 
comparable quadripartite structure (Song Sigong danao Jinhun Zhang and Zheng jieshi Ligong shenbigong). I am 
not aware of any huaben from the “middle period” or “later period” that manifest this structure.xx  
If we accept that stories focused in contrast manifesting quadripartite structure are indeed but small but 
recognizable subgroup in our corpus of huaben, the continuity in this respect between the huaben recovered from 
Dunhuang and the early-period huaben  becomes striking indeed. While direct borrowing of subject material cannot 
be shown, compositional techniques seemed to have survived the intervening centuries quite well. Moreover, Shi 
Hongzhao longhu junchen hui shares with Han Qinhu huaben not only its highly idiosyncratic quadripartite 
structure, but also its thematic interest in heroism and rulership. Both Shi Hongzhao and Guo Wei are future 
emperors, and their style of rule is foreshadowed in their lifestyle as common soldiers: Shi Hongzhao would ascend 
the throne after he had bought the support of the Khitan Liao by ceding the sixteen northeastern prefectures, while 
Guo Wei would pave the way for the Song reunification of the Chinese world. 
*** 
But for the discovery of the Dunhuang manuscripts we would not know of China’s rich vernacular narrative 
literature of the eight to tenth centuries. Many of these texts were meant as scripts for performance. These 
performance traditions survived into the Song dynasty, and in due time once again would generate texts, which were 
printed or otherwise survived into later centuries, eventually feeding into the rich (and still largely unstudied) 
popular literature of the sixteenth century and later. It is highly questionable, however, to what extent the later 
centuries provide a reliable model for the study of the performative traditions of the Tang and Five Dynasties period. 
The main difference between the period up to the tenth century, and that of the eleventh century and later is the 
spread of printing and all its consequences. The Tang dynasty was a manuscript culture, and even if paper is far 
cheaper and easier to use than vellum, books must have been rare. If the example of medieval Europe is of any use, 
we have to look for the authors and audiences of texts written for performance not among the masses, but among the 
society’s elite perhaps not its most scholarly elite, but certainly its social elite. Many prosimetrical texts from 
Dunhuang do indeed confirm that they were written (or rewritten) for performance at the court of the Tang or the 
Later Tang, or at the smaller contemporary courts of Central Asia: the court of the rulers of Dunhuang and the court 
of the Uighur khans at Xizhou. I do not want to argue that the broader masses of society were excluded from 
listening, but that the primary audience of the fully-written out texts more likely was the upper end of society than 
the lower end, just as Chaucer read his poems to the English court. Many of our vernacular Dunhuang text must also 
have been written by clerics and scholars of considerable learning, even if they freely drew on oral lore too. 
If that is true, we need no imperial prohibitions to explain the disappearance of vernacular narrative literature in 
the eleventh century. As printing made books both easily accessible to the elite and, with their neat printing, much 
easier to read than messy manuscripts, members of the elite, both male and female, increasingly turned to reading 
for entertainment, and the traditions of prose and prosimetrical narrative lost their upper-class patronage, and the 
support for the composition and recopying of these narrative texts. The traditions survived, but their main audience 
changed, and it would take centuries before these traditions again produced written texts, which by that time 
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reflected the taste of this different audience. But does such a scenario fully account for both the discontinuities and 
continuities we observe in the early history of huaben? Perhaps huaben even in the Tang was not as exclusively tied 
to professional storytelling as is often assumed, and perhaps it survived into the Song at least as much as a genre of 
written literature, transmitting some of its formal and thematic concerns to later writers in the genre, across a divide 
of a few centuries.  
 
(Preliminary Draft, not to be quoted without permission from the author) 
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